Today’s bargaining session was one step forward and six steps back. Each side shared two counter proposals.

The District, finally, offered a salary proposal. Unfortunately, the proposal was far from what our members deserve and what we would expect from our District.

There was movement, but not enough to conclude the negotiations for 2019/2020 school year.

We have negotiated all summer long. There are no more scheduled days for negotiations. Any future bargaining dates will probably occur during the 2020/2021 school year.

The next OUSD School Board meeting is scheduled for August 13, 2020.

Next negotiation session:

TBD

--Your OUEA Negotiations team:
Whitney Amsbary, Shannon Loyd, Tracy Morillo, Karen Parrish, Arturo Uriostegui, Laura Urquhart, Roger Urroz, Jr.